
 

 

Hospital Handbook Transmittal Letter (HHTL) 3352-17-13 

Published on December 6, 2017 

TO: All Hospital Providers 
 Directors, County Departments of Job and Family Services  

FROM: Barbara R. Sears, Director 

SUBJECT: Medical Education Add-On Payment 

Summary 

This Hospital Handbook Transmittal Letter (HHTL) provides information pertaining to medical 
education add-on payments.  
 
Rule 5160-2-67, entitled Medical education, has been amended. This rule sets forth the conditions 
in which a hospital subject to prospective payment can qualify for a medical education payment. 
In addition, this rule establishes the methodology used to calculate a hospital’s total medical 
education add-on rate. This amendment clarifies that a hospital's case-mix adjusted medical 
education add-on rate is multiplied by the relative weight of the claim's assigned diagnosis related 
groups and severity of illness (DRG/SOI); this product is the claim’s total medical education 
payment. This methodology of adjusting for the claim’s assigned DRG/SOI case-mix is implicit 
in the DRG-based payment methodology that the department currently uses to reimburse hospitals 
subject to prospective payment for inpatient services. In addition, it was clarified that the payment 
neutrality adjustment is applied to the hospital’s case-mix adjusted medical education add-on rate. 
Corrections were also made to ensure that this rule conforms to Legislative Service Commission 
(LSC) rule-writing standards, such as converting "&" to "and," as well as correcting terminology 
for better consistency. This rule is effective December 16, 2017. 

Access to Rules and Related Material 

Stakeholders who want to receive notification when ODM original or final files a rule package 
may visit JCARR’s RuleWatch at www.rulewatchohio.gov where an account can be created to 
be notified of rule actions by rule number or department. 

Stakeholders can subscribe to receive notification when a clearance or BIA is posted for public 
comment on the Ohio Business Gateway here: 
http://business.ohio.gov/reform/enotify/subscription.aspx 

The main web page of the ODM includes links to valuable information about its services and 
programs; the address is http://medicaid.ohio.gov/. 

Additional Information 

http://www.rulewatchohio.gov/
http://business.ohio.gov/reform/enotify/subscription.aspx
http://medicaid.ohio.gov/


 
 

Questions pertaining to this letter should be addressed to: 

hospital_policy@medicaid.ohio.gov 
or 

Ohio Department of Medicaid 
Bureau of Health Plan Policy 
Hospital Services 
P.O. Box 182709 
Columbus, OH  43218-2709 
Telephone (800) 686-1516 
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